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Abstract: Ballast is playing a vital role in taking the huge loads of railways which is strong, durable and also providing maximum stability to track/permanent way. Usually having a 40mm size ballast. The shape of the ballast is important as its irregular shape and sharp edges help in the interlocking of themselves which gives more stability and passage of drainage. Within its lifetime the ballast used to get rounded edges, unable to stabilize or interlock and loses its strength for this reduction it should be replaced with new ballast. So the waste ballast is considered as our material to be tested in our project by adding the solution called EDTA (ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID) to develop the maximum properties of ballast by crushing them to 10mm, 12.5mm and 20mm size used for road construction. This work was conducted to determine the hardness, toughness, strength of aggregate using EDTA solution. The effectiveness of aggregate using of EDTA was studied in this project by adding required concentrations of 5%, 10% to the aggregates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ballast is one of the important aggregate material, which uses to transfer the loads o soil from the top of rails an sleepers. These are granular aggregates of having the size of 20mm to 60mm for the permanent way[2]. These can be placed directly on sub grade for taking entire loads from the top. The main function of the ballast is to provide a firm and level bed for the sleepers to rest on. This allows for maintaining track at a correct level without disturb to the rail roadbed. The water will drain off quickly and can keep the sleepers in dry conditions and To discourage the growth of vegetation. Transfers and distributes the load from the sleepers to a large area of the formation. It provides elasticity and resilience to the track for proper comfort riding and also it can provide the necessary resistance to the track for longitudinal and lateral stability. Effective track means to maintain the level and alignment of the track. In the life of ballast change of integrity and humiliation are the type of failures occurs due to continuous repetition of loads like the movement of rail trains and weathering action of the environment. Humiliation is the process of losing edges and cleaves into pieces like fines. These fines particles may fill the voids between aggregate maybe it leads to loss of bonding between aggregates and maybe a reduction in shear strength of ballast. This failure results in plastic deformation in the track[2]. Track geometry conditions (such as track profile) the ballast and Mechanical behaviors are mainly based on continuous maintenance. Maintenance is one of the major parameters in civil engineering life. In the process of maintenance of ballast, we have to find the present condition of ballast[3]. Usually, degradable ballast may not continue for the future. For this purpose only we have to conduct the number of appropriate tests for this ballast to know the mechanical properties of the ballast for the life span. Usually, we are conducting an impact test, compression test, Los angles abrasion test; specific gravity and water absorption tests for the aggregates. By these tests, we are finding the basic parameters like strength, toughness, the hardness of aggregates[1]. Due to the continuous movement of railways leads to deterioration of ballast. So continuous maintenance is required for ballast. Generally, 250mm thick of ballast we are providing to the track. While applying ballast only some tamping actions are taking. By this effect, the ballast can settle up to certain limit but maybe it leads to breakage of edges. EDTA is commonly using as an agent in a number of industries. In commonly this is using in wastewater treatment plants and also as stable element. Not only used in treatment plants, as well as using in household and agricultural applications also [4]

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

i) USED BALLAST:
Waste ballast is the major material for this project. We collected used and waste ballast from the railway station. Commonly the size of ballasts about 40mm. by the continuous attack of cycling loads from train movements, this ballast may be turned as deteriorated material. The collected ballast break into small pieces into the required size by a hammer. we conducted a number of tests on these ballast material which conducting for aggregate and comparing results for normal and used ballast.

ii) EDTA SOLUTION:
We are using different reusing agents in construction. One of the recycling agents in these days is the EDTA solution. This liquid type of solution taken into consideration for adding to the used ballast in required concentrations based on standard weights of samples taken for the tests.
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III. METHODOLOGY
Collected ballast material and broken into small pieces accordingly size of common aggregate nearly 10-12 mm. we conducted standard aggregate tests like Impact, Abrasion, Crushing Specific gravity and Water absorption Test. normally we tested on normal aggregates as well as used ballast and compared results. After this EDTA solution has been added to the used ballast and compared results with normal aggregates. We got the best results as we expected.

IV. RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Normal Aggregate</th>
<th>Waste Ballast</th>
<th>Waste Ballast With 5% EDTA</th>
<th>Waste Ballast With 10% EDTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>21.49%</td>
<td>18.85%</td>
<td>9.58%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushing</td>
<td>23.05%</td>
<td>23.46%</td>
<td>26.565%</td>
<td>27.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrasion</td>
<td>35.9%</td>
<td>34.63%</td>
<td>33.72%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Gravity</td>
<td>2.045%</td>
<td>2.21%</td>
<td>2.548%</td>
<td>2.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Absorption</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.759%</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table1: Percentage of Results of normal aggregate and Waste ballast adding with EDTA Solution in a different proportion
Comparing with the normal aggregates and used ballast the impact value, abrasion value and specific gravity of used ballast with 5% EDTA is good up requirements of road constructions and having more strength than normal aggregates. While comparing with the normal aggregates these are economical and reusable with no cost. Water absorption values of used ballast are in required conditions as per road constructions. So from this study waste ballast can be reuse as aggregates for road constructions.
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